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Abstract. Brookes and Rounds (1983) showed that a finitary formal language ('regular trace 
language', or Reg-TL, for short) which allowed a certain kind of quantification using regular 
subsets of £* was not strong enough to distinguish all pairs of observationally inequivalent 
synchronization trees. In the present paper we extend this result o show that there is no class C 
of subsets of £* such that C-TL can distinguish all pairs of observationally inequivalent synchroni- 
zation trees. We then give a characterization f observation equivalence in terms of an infinitary 
formal language S-TL(~o). This language is obtained as an extension of the language S-TL 
('singleton trace language') of Hennessy and Milner by the addition of a connective of w- 
conjunctions of formulas of finite hounded depth. 
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1. Introduction 
In the present paper, an infinitary formal language is used to give a characterization 
of Milner's observation equivalence [5] in the class of all 'synchronization trees' 
[1, 9]. A negative result along the same lines was presented by Brookes and Rounds 
[1]. They showed that a finitary formal language ('regular trace language', or Reg-TL, 
for short) which allowed a certain kind of quantifcation using regular subsets of 
2" (defined below) was not strong enough to distinguish all pairs of observationally 
inequivalent trees. More precisely, they constructed a pair of observationally 
inequivalent rees P and Q which satisfy the same formulas of Reg-TL. Perhaps 
Brookes and Rounds considered the language Reg-TL because the sets over which 
one quantifies can be finitely specified. However, there are other effectively specifi- 
able sets---the recursive sets, for example. We noticed, in fact, that the trees P and 
Q used by Br0okes and Rounds may be distinguished by a formula in Recursive-TL. 
We asked ourselves whether the equivalence induced by this more powerful language 
(two trees are equivalent if and only if they satisfy the same formulas of the language) 
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agreed with observation equivalence, and, if not, whether there is any class C of 
subsets of 2"  such that equivalence in C-TL coincides with observation equivalence. 
One of our results shows that there is no such class C. In fact, let U be the class 
of all subsets of Z*. We construct a pair P and Q of synchronization trees which 
are not -s-equivalent, but which are U-TL equivalent ( he theorem of Brookes and 
Rounds follows as an immediate corollary). The significance of this result may be 
that if one believes that semantically inequivalent trees should be distinguishable 
by finite formulas of some kind, then either observation equivalence (and hence 
bisimulation [7]) is too fine, or the class of all synchronization trees is too large. 
In fact, Hennessy and Milner [2, 3] have shown that if one restricts oneself to the 
class of ' image finite' trees, the language S-TL, where S denotes the class of singleton 
sets, does characterize observation equivalence. Does there exist a language L such 
that L-equivalence equals observation equivalence on the class of all synchronization 
trees? Our main positive result is that if one extends the language S-TL by the 
addition of a connective of to-conjunctions of formulas of bounded depth, then 
formula and observation equivalence coincide. (This sort of result was anticipated 
by Milner [6]. A more powerful anguage allowing unrestricted countable conjunc- 
tions was used by Hennessy and Stifling [4] to obtain a formula characterization 
of 'bisimulation equivalence'.) 
2. Preliminaries 
A discussion of the motivation for the definition of observation equivlence is 
given by Milner [5, 7, 8] (see also Brookes and Rounds [1]). 
Let ~ be a fixed set. Informally, a synchronization tree T (of sort ~)  is a rooted, 
unordered, finite or countably branching tree, whose edges are labeled either by 
elements of ~ or by the letter z (assumed not to be in ~). For a formal definition, 
see Winskel [9]. 
If a ~ ~ and T is a synchronization tree, then a: T denotes the tree obtained from 
T by adding a'new root r and an edge labeled a from r to the root of T (see Fig. 
1). If T~, i ~/,  are synchronization trees indexed by the finite or denumerable s t I, 
then ZT~ is the tree obtained by identifying all of the roots of the trees T~ (see Fig. 
2). We let NIL denote the tree consisting of only a root (no edges). If a is an 
element of ,~ and n >10, we define the tree a" by induction as follows: 
a ° = NIL a "+1 = a: a" 
A subtree T' of T is an x-derivative of T if there is a path from the root of T to 
the root of T' labeled by w, where 
and x is the word in 2"  resulting from w by deleting all occurrences of ~. We will 
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write 
X 
T-> T' 
if T' is an x-derivative of T. 
For each nonnegative integer n, the relation of 'n-equivalence' - .  on synchroni- 
zation trees is defined as follows. For any trees T and $, T"-o S is always true. 
T - .+1 S if, for each word x in .~*, if T' is an x-derivative of T, then there is some 
x-derivative S' of S such that S' ---. T'; symmetrically, if S' is an x-derivative of S, 
then there is an x-derivative T' of  T such that T' - .  S'. S is observation equivalent 
to T if S is n-equivalent to T for all n I> 0. 
For any class C of subsets of ~* ,  we define the formulas of C-TL as follows: the 
atomic formulas are t and f; if 4~ and ~ are formulas, so are 
-14~, ~bvO and d~A~. 
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If a is a set in C and 4) is a formula, then 
Va(4,> and Vot[t#] 
are formulas. (Thus there are two 'quantifiers' for each set a in C.) Nothing else is 
a formula. 
If T is a synchronization tree and ~b is a formula of C-TL, then we define "T  
satisfies ~b", in symbols, T ~ ~b, by induction: 
T~t  for all T; 
T~ f for no tree T; 
T ~ --1 ~b iff it is not the case that T ~ ~b; 
T~bvO iff T~b or T~O;  
T~bA~b iff T~b and T~O;  
T ~ Va(d~) iff for each x in c~, there is an x-derivative T' of T such that 
T '~  ~b; 
T ~ Va[~b] if[ for each x in a, if T' is an x-derivative of T, then T' ~ 4~. 
When a is a singleton set, say a = {x}, we will write x.(~b) and x.[4~] instead of 
V{x}(~b) and V{x}[4~], respectively. The following fact will be used later. 
2.1. Fact. I f  a = fl w y, where a, fl and y are in C, then 
if and only if 
T A 
(A similar fact holds for Vct[~b].) 
Certain special choices for the class C will be mentioned: S, the class of singleton 
subsets; Reg, the class of regular subsets; and U, the class of all subsets of ~*. 
Finally, given a choice of C, we will say that synchronization trees S and T are 
C-TL equivalent if it is the case that S ~ 4) if and only if T ~ ~b for all C-TL formulas 
3. Observation equivalence is stronger than C-TL equivalence 
3.0. Proposition ([1]). For any class C, if S and Tare observation equivalent synchroni- 
zation trees, then S and T are C-TL equivalent. 
This proposition was proved in [1], although it was stated in the weaker form: 
observation equivalence implies Reg-TL equivalence. 
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Our aim in this section is to prove that observation equivalence is strictly stronger 
than U-TL equivalence, and hence strictly stronger than C-TL equivalence for any 
class C. 
We will exhibit synchronization trees P and Q which are U-TL equivalent but 
not -3-equivalent. Let the tree T be defined as ~n a: Rn, where R, = a + a 2 +-  • • + a ~, 
and where n ranges over the positive integers N. For each integer j > 0, let Tj = 
~n(a: R~, n # j ) .  Thus the tree Tj is obtained from T by deleting the tree a: Rj. We 
will prove that if 
P=( .~.a :Tn)+a:T  and Q=2~a:Tn, 
then P and Q have the desired properties. 
At first, one might think that it is possible to separate P and Q by the following 
property, satisfied only by P: "has an a-successor which for each m/> 1 in turn 
has an a-successor with exactly the paths a, a2, . . . ,  am''. However, it turns out that 
this property cannot be expressed in U-TL. 
Our proof that P and Q are formula indistinguishable depends heavily on the 
fact that T will satisfy a formula ~b iff all but finitely many of the trees T~ satisfy 
~b. The next few paragraphs are devoted to proving this fact. For the moment, assume 
that the alphabet Z is the singleton set {a}. 
The following facts are immediate from the definitions involved, 
3.1. Fact. For any m > 1 and for any tree F ~ { T} u { T~[ n ~ NI}, ihe set of a"-derivatives 
o fF  is precisely the set {anl n 
3.2. Fact. Let dp be an arbitrary U-TL formula. I f  T ~ a.(qb) or if Tn ~ a.(qb) for 
some n ~ [~, then there is at most one value of k such that Tk does not satisfy a.(dp). 
3.3. Fact. Let qb be an arbitrary U-TL formula. I f  there are distinct j, k ~ • for which 
Tj ~ a.[~b] and Tk ~ a.[~b], then Rn ~ qb for all n e N. 
The following result is one of the main tools used to prove Theorem 3.6. 
3.4. Lemma. Let qb be an arbitrary U-TL formula. I f  Tj ~ qb for infinitely many j ¢ N, 
then Tj ~ qb for all but finitely many j ~ N. 
Proof. The proof follows by induction on formulas. The basis step (~b = t or ~b = f) 
is immediate, as are the arguments for the connectives ^ and v. If ~¢, holds for 
infinitely many Tj, could it be that ~b also holds for infinitely many Tj ? If so, the 
(obvious) induction hypothesis implies that ¢, holds for all but finitely many Tj. 
This violates our original assumption, and so we may conclude that Tj ~-a~b for 
all but finitely many j. 
Next we consider the quantifiers. First suppose that Tj ~ Va(¢,) for infinitely 
many j. By Fact 2.1 and the induction hypothesis, we may divide the argument into 
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three stages: a = {a°}, a = {a}, or a consists of words of length at least 2. If a consists 
of words of length at least 2, then, by Fact 3.1, all T~ ~ Va(0). If a = {a}, it follows 
from Fact 3.2 that there is at most one tree Tk for which Va(0) does not hold. 
Lastly, if a = {a°}, the induction hypothesis implies that there are at most finitely 
many j for which Tj does not satisfy 0; thus, Va(0) holds for all but finitely 
many Tj. 
Now suppose that Tj ~ Va [0] for infinitely many nonnegative integers j. If neither 
a ° nor a belong to a, then Fact 3.1 implies that all Tj ~ Va[0]. If a = {a}, then 
Fact 3.3 implies Tj ~ Va[0] for all j. Lastly, if a = {a°}, the induction hypothesis 
implies that there are at most finitely many Tj which do not satisfy ~. So there are 
at most finitely many Tj for which Va[~] does not hold. [] 
We can now prove our main lemma. 
3.5. Lemma. For all U-TL formulas ok, T ~ ck if and only if Tj ~ ok for all but finitely 
many j. 
Proof. We again argue by induction on ~b. The basis step is straightforward. The 
arguments for negation and the logical connectives make use of Lemma 3.4 and the 
induction hypothesis; since they are all similar, we detail only the argument for 
negation. 
Suppose T ~ 70. If infinitely many Tj satisfy 0, Lemma 3.4 implies that all but 
finitely many Tj satisfy 0. The induction hypothesis then implies T ~ 0. So Tj ~ -70 
for all but finitely many j. Conversely, suppose all but finitely many of the Tj satisfy 
-~0. If T ~ 0, the induction hypothesis implies that all but finitely many of the Tj 
satisfy 0, a contradiction. So T ~ 70. 
Now consider Va(0). That 
T ~ Va(0) implies Tj ~ 'Ca(0) 
for all but finitely many j follows from an argument which is essentially identical 
to that given for Va(0) in Lemma 3.4. For the converse, we suppose Va(0) holds 
for all but finitely many Tj. We again consider three possibilities for a. The only 
interesting case is a = (a}; in this event, however, even if one Tj satisfies a.(0), then 
T~ a.(~b). 
The arguments for Va[0] are quite similar; it is useful to notice that if T ~ a.[0], 
then Tj ~ a.[0] for all j. [] 
We now demonstrate he formula indistinguishability of P = (,~ja: Tj)+ a: T and 
Q = (Zja: Ti). 
3.6. Theorem. For all U-TL formulas d#, P ~ c~ if and only if Q ~ oh. 
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Proof. The proof follows by induction on ~b. The basis step, as well as the arguments 
for the logical connectives, are immediate. If Q ~ Va(~), it is evident that P ~ Va(@). 
Suppose P ~ Vt~(O): we wish to show for all m I> 0 that a"  ~ c~ implies there is a 
o'" Q, Q' Q' such that Q ; and ~ ~b. If m--0,  this conclusion is immediate from 
the induction hypothesis. If m = 1, either some Tj ~ @ or T ~ ~b. In the first case 
there is nothing to show; in the second, Lemma 3.5 implies that infinitely many of 
the Tj satisfy @. If m > 1, the am-derivatives of P are precisely the am-derivatives 
of Q, by Fact 3.1. Thus P ~ V~(~) implies Q ~ Va(~). 
Now consider Vt~[~b]. If P ~ Va[~b], the conclusion Q ~ Va[@] is immediate from 
the definitions. Suppose Q ~ Vc~[~b]: we wish to show for all m > 0 and any P', if a m , p, 
a"~ t~ and P ~ P ,  then ~ ~b. If m--0,  we use the induction hypothesis. If
m = 1, then P' is T or T~, for some j. But since Q ~ Va[@], all of the Tj satisfy ~b. 
Thus, by Lemma 3.5, T satisfies ~ also. Lastly, if m > l, we once again use the fact 
that any am-derivative of P is also an am-derivative of Q. [] 
3.7. Proposition. P is not 3-equivalent to Q. 
Proof. T is an a-derivative of P and only trees of the form T, are a-derivatives of 
Q. But T is not 2-equivalent to any of the trees T,. Indeed, fix n. Then T has R, as 
an a-derivative, and T, has only R k as a-derivatives, where k ~ n. But clearly 
Rn ~lRk  if[ n = k. [] 
Theorem 3.8 follows from Proposition 3.0, Theorem 3.6 and Proposition 3.7. 
3.8. Theorem. Observation equivalence is strictly stronger than U-TL equivalence. 
3.9. Corollary. For any class C of subsets of ~,*, observation equivalence is strictly 
stronger than C-TL equivalence. 
Although the discussion has been restricted to trees over the single letter alphabet 
{a}, Corollary 3.9 holds for any nonempty alphabet, since "a"  is the only letter 
appearing in P and Q. Note also that the special symbol ~" played no role in our 
example. Lastly, note that one may get an uncountable number of examples of pairs 
such as P and Q by using only the trees T,, for n ~ X, where X is some infinite 
subset of N. (In the definition of T, P and Q, use the sums of the trees T, where n 
ranges over X.) 
Since observation equivalence is stronger than U-TL equivalence, one might ask 
whether there is some k such that k-equivalence is stronger than U-TL equivalence. 
We will show that: 
(1) for all nonnegative integers k there are synchronization trees Sk and Tk such 
that Sk ~'k Tk, but Sk and Tk are not formula equivalent, and 
(2) formula-equivalence is strictly stronger than bE-equivalence. 
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We use a very elegant example from the Brookes-Rounds paper [1 ] to prove the 
first fact. Define So=a:NIL ,  T0=NIL; set (for all n) S,+I=a:S,+a:T,  and 
T,+I=a:S,. Brookes and Rounds proved S, ~ ,  T, and S. 7~,+1 T,, for all ne~.  
We construct a family (tp.[ n e N) of formulas such that, for each n, S, ~ ~b, and 
T~ ~-74,,. Notice first that if S. ~ ~ and 7", ~-l~b for any formula g,, then 
S,+~ ~ a.(-l~b) and 7".+, ~ ~a.(~g,). Thus to produce the desired family of formulas 
we define 4,o = a.(t), and set ~b,+l = a.(7~b.). 
The second result follows if we demonstrate that S ~2 T implies S and T are 
formula distinguishable. Observe first that for any synchronization tree R there is 
a formula O(R) such that S ~ O(R) if and only if S -~ R. Indeed, if path(R)denotes 
the set of path labels of R, one such formula is O(R)=Vpath(R)(t)A 
V(Z*-path(R))[f] .  Now suppose that R and S are ~2-distinct: we may assume 
that there is a word w such that R w ~ R' and R' is ~ i-distinct from all w-derivatives 
of S. In other words, R ~ w.(O(R')) and S ~ -aw.(O(R')). So R and S are formula 
distinct if they are ~2-distinct. 
Thus we have shown that although observation-equivalence is strictly contained 
in formula-equivalence, there is no integer k for which ~-k-equivalence is stronger 
than formula-equivalence; in fact, formula-equivalence is strictly stronger than ~2- 
equivalence. These relationships are concisely summarized in Fig. 3. 
n 
UTL 
o o ° 
T 
Fig. 3. 
4. A logical characterization of observation equivalence 
In this section we show that if one extends S-TL by the addition of a connectiv, 
of o~-conjunctions (of formulas of bounded depth), then formula and observatio~ 
equivalence coincide. This fact is particularly interesting in light of the negativ, 
conclusions drawn in the previous section: no finitary language C-TL is capable o 
distinguishing all observationally inequivalent trees. 
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We will refer to the extended language as S-TL(w); its formulas are defined in 
the usual way, except hat we also admit conjunctions of countable sets of formulas 
of bounded finite depth. (In [4], unrestricted countable conjunctions and disjunctions 
are allowed. Thus, if formulas are considered to be certain labeled trees in the usual 
way, the depths of these trees can be any countable ordinal. In carrying out any 
argument by induction on the structure of formulas, one then needs induction up 
to the first uncountable ordinal. In our case, the depth of any formula is finite, even 
if, as a tree, the formula is infinitely wide.) A precise definition of both the class of 
S-TL(to) formulas and the depth of these formulas may be given inductively as 
follows: 
(i) there are two atomic formulas t and f of depth 0; 
(ii) if a and 13 are formulas, then -qa and a v/3 are formulas of depth 1 + 
depth(a) and 1 + max{depth(a),  depth(/3)}, respectively; 
(iii) if x is a path label and a is a formula, then x.(a) and x.[a] are formulas of 
depth = 1 + depth(a).  
(iv) if a, ,  n = 0, 1 , . . .  are formulas of maximum depth K, then ^  a ,  is a formula 
of depth 1 + K. 
(v) nothing else is a formula. 
Note that we allow the countable conjunction of a set of formulas only if the 
depths of these formulas are bounded. The operations x.( ) and x.[ ] are 'quantifiers'. 
We will need to speak of the 'quantifier depth' q(a) of a formula a, i.e., the number 
of nested occurrences of subformulas of the form x.(/3) or x.[/3] in a, as well as its 
'depth' defined immediately above. 
If T is a synchronization tree and 4~ is an S-TL(to) formula, the definition of 
T~b 
is exactly as in Section 2, with the addition of the clause T ~/~ ~b, if and only if 
T ~ 4~, for each n. 
With these definitions out of the way, we are ready to prove our main theorem. 
We divide the argument into two parts, showing first that if U is observationally 
equivalent o V, then U and V are S-TL(w) equivalent. The paper concludes by 
demonstrating the converse. 
4.1. Lemma. For all nonnegative integers n, if U ~,  V and a is an S-TL formula of 
quantifier depth at most n, then U ~ a iff V ~ a. 
Proof. For the purposes of this proof, we introduce a preordering on the family of 
formulas, defined as follows: a E/3 iff q(a)< q(/3) or q(a)= q(/3) and depth(a)<~ 
depth(/3). Note that if a E/3 E a, it does not necessarily follow that a =/3. Note also 
that the relation _ is well founded i.e., every nonempty set of formulas has a 
E-minimal element. 
The main point of our definition is the following: if we let Q(n) be the set of all 
formulas of quantifier depth n, then a E-minimal formula a in Q(n) for n > 0 must 
have the form x.(/3) or x.[/3] for some path label x and some formula/3 in Q(n - 1). 
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We now begin the proof of the lemma by induction on n. The case n = 0 is easy 
and is omitted. Assume the lemma has been proved for all m ~< n. We prove now 
that if U and V are (n+ 1)-equivalent, hen for all formulas a in q(n+ 1), U ~ a 
iff V ~ a. The only interesting case is when a is ___-minimal in q(n + 1). Thus suppose 
x 
that a is x.(/3) and U~ a. Then, for some U', U-> U' and U '~/3.  Since U is n+l  
x 
equivalent o V, there is some V' with V--> V' and U' and V' are n-equivalent. 
Since/3 is in q(n), the induction hypothesis guarantees that V' ~/3, so that V ~ a. 
The case that a is x.[/3] is similar and is omitted. Now assume that a is not minimal, 
and that, for all formulas/3 _ a in q(n + 1), U ~/3 iff V ~/3. Since a is not minimal, 
a is -aft or (/3 v y) or A/3n, where/3, y and fin are (strictly) _a  in q(n+ 1). Then, 
by induction, U and V satisfy these formulas together, showing that U and V satisfy 
a together. [] 
4.2. Corollary. I f  U~ V, then U is S-TL(to) equivalent to V. 
We now prove the converse of Lemma 4.1. 
4.3. Lemma. I f  U and V satisfy the same formulas in q(n), then U and V are 
n-equivalent. 
Proof. In fact we prove the following: 
" I f  U is not n-equivalent to V, 1 <~ n, there is some formula 8 in q(n) 
having depth at most 3n-  2 Which 'separates' U from V." 
We only prove the induction step, since the basis step is easily checked. Assume 
that U is not (n+ 1)-equivalent to V. Then there is a word x and a tree U' which 
is an x-derivative of U such that for every x-derivative V' of V (of which there are 
at most a countable number), U' is not n-equivalent to V'. Thus, by induction, for 
each such x-derivative V', there is a formula 13 = 13(V') in q(n) with depth at most 
3 n -  1 such that U' satisfies /3 while V' satisfies the negal,ion of/3. Let a be the 
conjunction of all of the formulas/3. (Note: we had to keep track of the depths of 
the formulas to ensure that this conjunction is legal.) Then a is in q(n) and has 
depth at most 3n. Lastly, observe that the formula x.(a)~ q(n+l )  has depth at 
most 3n + 1 = 3(n + l) -2  and is satisfied by U but not by V. Now the induction is 
complete. [] 
We have proved the main positive result of this paper. 
4.4. Theorem. Observation equivalence and S-TL(to) equivalence coincide. 
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